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Environmental Studies: Ethics,  Culture, and 
Sustainability 

SAMPLE PROGRAM ITINERARY 

	  

This daily outline is subject to minor changes due to unforeseen circumstances such as weather, flight 
delays etc. Lectures outlined in the syllabus are an integral part of this course and will be conducted at 
appropriate times and locations.  

Day 1 - Students arrive in Auckland, orientation 

Day 2 - Lectures and tour of Auckland 

Day 3 - Travel to Rotorua, hike and visit to Maori village 

Day 4 - Lectures and visit to thermal reserve 

Day 5 - Travel to South Island, begin expedition in national park 

Day 6 - Expedition continues 

Day 7 - Conclude expedition 

Day 8 - Travel to Christchurch, lecture on sustainability and astronomical research 

Day 9 - Expedition of glacier and glacial lakes 

Day 10 - Travel to Queenstown, expedition preparation 

Day 11 - Hiking expedition New Zealand World Heritage Area  

Day 12 - Expedition concludes, lectures to review New Zealand 

Day 13 - Free Day 

Day 14 - Travel to Sydney, Australian orientation 

Day 15 - Lectures and tour of Sydney  

Day 16 - Lectures on Australian eco-system 

Day 17 - Travel to Cairns 

Day 18 - Lectures on wet tropics, rainforest, reef, visit to botanic gardens  

Day 19 - Visit to rainforest habitat and river cruise, lectures on tropical rainforest flora/fauna  
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Day 20 - Hike on coral reef beaches and rainforest tracks, lectures on environmental interpretation and 
Aboriginal myths and legends 

Day 21 - Free Day 

Day 22 - Visit and lectures on sustainable tropical agricultural industries  

Day 23 - Visit to Great Barrier Reef, lectures on the marine biology, guided SCUBA and/or snorkel tour of 
the reef ecosystem.  

Day 24 - Diving/snorkeling at various reefs  

Day 25 - Free Day, travel to Darwin                                                                                                                           

Day 26 - Lectures on botanic gardens, expedition preparation 

Day 27 - Visit to and lectures on wetlands ecology, agricultural practices, national park management  

Day 28 - Visit to Uranium Mine, lectures on rock art and Indigenous culture                                          

Day 29 - Visit to view Indigenous art/cultural artifacts  

Day 30 - River cruise with Aboriginal guides, focusing on wildlife and traditional bush culture 

Day 31-33 - Visit to remote region for three-day expedition, lectures on flora and fauna, natural resources   
management 

Day 34 - Visit to mining operation, lecture on impact on the landscape and local people 

Day 35 - Final presentations, farewell dinner 

Day 36 - Return flight departs 
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